
Intro to LaTeX
“Lah-tech” or “Lay-tech” not “Lay-Tex”



Today’s Workshop: Game Plan

(1) Share the benefits of using LaTeX
(2) Teach how to use LaTeX (the basics)

(3) Give a little taste of advanced features
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What is LaTeX?
“WYSIWYM” – focus on the contents of your document, and 
the computer takes care of formatting

Write in plain text, and then use a “style file” to format it 
Can be used to create written documents, posters, 
presentations, books, etc.

LaTeX is based on the idea that it is better to leave document design to document 
designers, and to let authors get on with writing documents.
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Why Use LaTeX?
The content of the document is separate from the style

It looks nice with very little effort from you
Easy to quickly and (relatively) painlessly switch the appearance
SUPER useful for submitting manuscripts to journals!
Many journals have templates for formatting

Easily generate bibliographies
Easily place images/figures

Can embed PDF/SVG vector files (unlike Microsoft Word)
Dynamic documents!
Way better than anything else for mathematical formulas
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Document 
structure

Text

Document 
preview

Compilation 
log

https://www.latex-project.org/get/
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TeXworks

…and many others
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Overleaf

Online LaTeX editors additionally 
make it possible (and easy) to 

work collaboratively in real time 
on a LaTeX document (similar to 

Google Docs), and have 
automatic version control



Disclaimer: I am a part of the Overleaf Advisor 
Program, which means that I get a free 
Overleaf professional account in exchange 
for promoting Overleaf on campus – but also 
would be telling you about how awesome it is 
even without this perk! 

Overleaf is a great online 
LaTeX editor for people 

not familiar/comfortable 
with LateX
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https://www.overleaf.com/read/hczdvtccfcdf



Tasks
• Change document margins to 1”
• Add an abstract
• Add a section (with and without numbers)
• Create a list of items
• Change image to other figure
• Add a bibliography (two ways) & cite sources (show three different ways)
• Refer to the figure in-text
• Add a link
• Change citation format
• Make a table (using latex table generator)

• Invite a collaborator
• Track changes / make comments on a document


